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Disclaimer
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This presentation has been prepared by or on behalf of Melrose Industries PLC (“Melrose”). The information set out in this presentation is not intended to form the basis of any contract. By attending (whether in person, by 

telephone or webcast) the presentation to which this document relates or by reading the presentation slides, you will be taken to have represented, warranted and undertaken that you have read and agree to comply with the 

contents of this notice and agree to the conditions set out below. This presentation (including any oral briefing and any question-and-answer session in connection with it) is for information only. The presentation is not intended 

to, and does not constitute, represent or form part of any offer, invitation, inducement or solicitation of any offer to purchase, otherwise acquire, subscribe for, sell or otherwise dispose of, any securities or the solicitation of any 

vote or approval in the US or any other jurisdiction. Securities may not be sold in the U.S. absent registration or an exemption from registration. This presentation must not be acted on or relied on in connection with any contract 

or commitment whatsoever. It does not constitute a recommendation regarding any securities. Past performance, including the price at which Melrose’s securities have been previously bought or sold and the past yield on 

Melrose’s securities, cannot be relied on as a guide to future performance. Nothing herein should be construed as financial, legal, tax, accounting, actuarial or other specialist advice. In the United Kingdom, this presentation is 

being made available only to persons who fall within the exemptions contained in Article 19 and Article 49 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005. This presentation is not intended to be 

available to, and must not be relied upon, by any other person. The release, presentation, publication or distribution of this presentation in jurisdictions other than the United Kingdom may be restricted by law and therefore any 

persons who are subject to the laws of any jurisdiction other than the United Kingdom should inform themselves about and observe any applicable requirements. It is your responsibility to satisfy yourself as to the full observance 

of any relevant laws and regulatory requirements. Any failure to comply with applicable requirements may constitute a violation of the laws and/or regulations of any such jurisdiction. Nothing in this presentation constitutes 

investment advice and any recommendations that may be contained herein have not been based upon a consideration of the investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs of any specific recipient. None of 

Melrose, its shareholders, subsidiaries, affiliates, associates, or their respective directors, officers, partners, employees, representatives and advisers (the “Relevant Parties”) makes any representation or warranty, express or 

implied, as to the accuracy or completeness of the information contained in this presentation, or otherwise made available, nor as to the reasonableness of any assumption contained in such information, and any liability therefor 

(including in respect of direct, indirect, consequential loss or damage) is expressly disclaimed. No information contained herein or otherwise made available is, or shall be relied upon as, a promise, warranty or representation, 

whether as to the past or the future and no reliance, in whole or in part, should be placed on the fairness, accuracy, completeness or correctness of such information. Unless expressly stated otherwise, no statement in this 

presentation is intended as a profit forecast or estimate for any period and no statement in this presentation should be interpreted to mean that cash flow from operations, free cash flow, earnings or earnings per share for 

Melrose for the current or future financial years would necessarily match or exceed the historical published cash flow from operations, free cash flow, earnings or earnings per share of Melrose. Statements of estimated cost 

savings relate to future actions and circumstances which, by their nature, involve risks, uncertainties and contingencies. As a result, any cost savings referred to may not be achieved, may be achieved later or sooner than 

estimated, or those achieved could be materially different from those estimated. This presentation contains forward-looking statements concerning the financial condition, results of operations and businesses of Melrose. All 

statements other than statements of historical fact are, or may be deemed to be, forward-looking statements. Forward-looking statements are statements of future expectations that are based on management’s current 

expectations and assumptions and involve known and unknown risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results, performance or events to differ materially from those expressed or implied in these statements. Forward-

looking statements include, among other things, statements concerning the potential exposure of Melrose to market risks and statements expressing management’s expectations, beliefs, estimates, forecasts, projections and 

assumptions including as to future potential cost savings, synergies, earnings, cash flow, return on average capital employed, production and prospects. These forward-looking statements are identified by their use of terms and 

phrases such as “anticipate”, “believe”, “could”, “estimate”, “expect”, “intend”, “may”, “plan”, “objectives”, “outlook”, “probably”, “project”, “will”, “seek”, “target”, “risks”, “goals”, “should” and similar terms and phrases. There are a 

number of factors that could affect the future operations of Melrose and could cause those results to differ materially from those expressed in the forward-looking statements included in this presentation, including (without 

limitation): (a) changes in demand for Melrose’s products; (b) currency fluctuations; (c) loss of market share and industry competition; and (d) changes in trading conditions. All forward-looking statements contained in this 

presentation are expressly qualified in their entirety by the cautionary statements contained or referred to in this section. Readers should not place undue reliance on forward-looking statements. Each forward-looking statement 

speaks only as at the specified date of the relevant document within which the statement is contained. Melrose does not undertake any obligation to publicly update or revise any forward-looking statement as a result of new 

information, future events or other information. In light of these risks, results could differ materially from those stated, implied or inferred from the forward-looking statements contained in this presentation. Certain financial data 

has been rounded. As a result of this rounding, the totals of data presented in this presentation may vary slightly from the actual arithmetic totals of such data.

The appearance of U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) visual information does not imply or constitute DoD endorsement.

The revenue and profit numbers included in this presentation are shown in round millions and unless otherwise stated growth metrics are at constant currency. Unless otherwise stated, all references to operating profit and operating 

margin represent adjusted operating profit and adjusted operating margin as described in the glossary to the Preliminary Announcement
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▪ New business model implemented to deliver aerospace growth

▪ Clear, consistent and compelling equity case

▪ Seasoned aerospace focused management team in place to deliver

▪ 2023 results ahead of previous guidance, profit more than double last year 

▪ Record GKN Aerospace margin of 12.5% achieved with market recovery still 

underway

▪ Performance well ahead of plan, resulting in de-risked 2025 targets 

▪ Strong market backdrop coupled with attractive commercial deals

▪ Overall 2024 guidance upgraded to £550-570 million profit1 and >15% margin 

▪ Engines 2025 margin target of 28% to be achieved a year early; on track for 

>30% post 2025

▪ Positive demand for GKN technologies, increasing organic growth opportunities

Transition to aerospace pureplay 

business complete

Performance delivered          

ahead of plan

Positive momentum and 

trajectory

Highlights

1. Excluding PLC costs



Positive market, well-positioned business, encouraging momentum

Evolved into a focused 
aerospace business post 

demerger in April

Capital Markets 
Event outlined 

compelling 
organic equity 
case in May

Seamless 
management 

team transition  
complete

Immediate focus 
executing organic 
growth plan and 
delivering 2025 

targets

Transition to aerospace pureplay business complete
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Buy, Improve, Sell Design, Deliver, Improve



Two customer-focused 

divisions

Industry-leading global 

aerospace business

Parent aerospace group, 

listed in the UK

Engines      Structures

Design
• Integrated proprietary technology 

designed into OEM platforms

• Think like peer; act as partner

Improve
• Continuous improvement 

in all areas

• Ongoing margin and  

cash progression

Deliver
• Meet customer and 

financial commitments

• Operational excellence 

with safety and quality 

always first

Melrose overview
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Performance delivered ahead of plan

Well ahead of plan outlined at Capital Markets Event in May 2023

Aerospace1

2023 

plan2

Previous 

guidance2

2023 

results

Revenue £3.40bn £3.35bn £3.35bn

Operating 

profit
£350m £405m £420m

Operating 

margin %
10% >12% 12.5%

Engines margin %

2023 

plan

Previous 

guidance

2023 

results

22% 25% 26%

Structures margin %

2023 

plan

Previous 

guidance

2023 

results

3% 4% 5%

8

1. Excluding PLC costs

2. Midpoint of range



Very positive outlook, underpinned by business improvements

and structural market growth

Positive momentum and trajectory

Aerospace1 operating margin %

• Another year of strong margin progression

• Market backdrop very strong, working to overcome sector-wide 

supply chain constraints

• Positive drop through from sales growth

• Impact of restructuring, renegotiation and operational gains 

reading through

• Positive momentum on technology and growth projects with 

landmark commercial deals signed

• 2024 guidance upgraded with Engines 2025 margin target 

being achieved a year early

• Target 2025 performance in sight

17-18%

>15%

12.5%

6.3%

4.4%

0.5%

10.6%

2025202420232022202120202019
Guidance Target

9

1. Excluding PLC costs
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Results overview: trading ahead of expectations
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£m

Adjusted1

results

2023

Growth vs

2022

Revenue 3,350 17%2

EBITDA (pre-PLC costs) 561 69%

EBITDA margin % 16.7% 5.5ppts

Operating profit (pre-PLC costs) 420 124%

Operating margin % 12.5% 6.2ppts

PLC costs (30) (24%)

Operating profit (post-PLC costs) 390 164%

Diluted earnings per share 18.7p 356%

End markets enjoying strong structural growth

Operating profit ahead of expectations

Margins growing ahead of expectations in both divisions

PLC costs reducing in line with expectations

1. Described in the glossary to the Preliminary Announcement and considered by the Board to be a key measure of performance 

2. Excluding businesses being exited



On track to deliver 2025 margin targets

Divisional results

1. Described in the glossary to the Preliminary Announcement and considered by the Board to be a key measure of performance 

2. Excluding businesses being exited

Sales growth of 16% despite ongoing supply chain challenges constraining sales; adjusted1 operating profit nearly doubled

Continued RRSP growth, growth initiatives and business improvements reading through 
Engines

Sales growth of 18%2 as customer deliveries ramp-up; adjusted1 operating profit quadrupled versus 2022

Strong progress in H2 with margins at 7.4% demonstrating good progress with operational improvements, restructuring and new 

Defence pricing

Structures

Sales growth of 17%2, largely from Civil OEM engines aftermarket and ramp-up

124% increase in adjusted1 operating profit, with margins doubling to 12.5%
Aerospace

Adjusted1 results 2023

£m Revenue

Operating 

profit

Operating 

margin

2025 margin 

target 

Growth vs 2022

Operating 

profit

Operating 

margin

Engines 1,193 310 26.0% 28% 92% 10.3ppts

Structures 2,157 110 5.1% 9% 323% 3.8ppts

Aerospace 3,350 420 12.5% 17-18% 124% 6.2ppts

12



24.5%
27.5%

H1 2023 H2 2023

ADJUSTED1 OPERATING MARGIN (%)

360

2022 2023

ADJUSTED1 EBITDA (£m)

310

2022 2023

ADJUSTED1 OPERATING PROFIT (£m)

1,193

2022 2023

REVENUE (£m)

Engines: results
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1. Described in the glossary to the Preliminary Announcement and considered by the Board to be a key measure of performance 

92%

68%

15.7%

26.0%

20.8%

30.2%

Sales growth of 16% including 

strong RRSP market growth and 

growing aftermarket repair

Restructuring plans substantially 

complete

Aftermarket sales up 34% led by 

40% growth in civil engines 

aftermarket

Improvements in quality and 

productivity being realised, driving 

margin expansion

92% increase in operating profit and 

26.0% operating margin delivered

Market outlook strong with global 

flight hours recovering to pre 

COVID-19 levels

46%

24%

34%

H1 2023 H2 2023 2023

AFTERMARKET REVENUE 
GROWTH

16%



2.5%

7.4%

H1 2023 H2 2023

ADJUSTED1 OPERATING MARGIN (%)

201

2022 2023

ADJUSTED1 EBITDA (£m)

110

2022 2023

ADJUSTED1 OPERATING PROFIT (£m)

2,157

2022 2023

REVENUE (£m)

Structures: results
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323%

71%

1.3%

5.1%

6.0%

9.3%

Sales growth of 18%2 as customer 

deliveries ramp up despite supply 

chain constraints

Benefits of revised pricing 

arrangements and operational gains 

reading through, with more to come

Strong civil volume growth, led by 

narrowbody (39% of Civil) revenue 

up 15% and widebody (24% of Civil) 

up 26%

Restructuring plans advanced and 

yielding benefits

Operating profit increased over 3x 

with 5.1% operating margin 

delivered

Very strong demand and backlogs 

building; widebody orders returning

18%2

REVENUE BY SEGMENT

Narrowbody

Business 

jetsWidebody

Fighter 

jets

Other 

defence

1. Described in the glossary to the Preliminary Announcement and considered by the Board to be a key measure of performance 

2. Excluding businesses being exited



Results overview: statutory results
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£m

Adjusted1

results

2023

Statutory 

results 

2023

Operating profit (post-PLC costs) 390 57

Net finance costs (59) (65)

Net tax (charge)/credit (68) 9

Profit after tax 263 1

Diluted earnings per share 18.7p 0.1p

Dividend per share 5.0p 5.0p

Details of adjusting operating items included in the appendix, 

principally amortisation of intangibles acquired in business 

combinations, restructuring costs and exchange movements not 

hedge accounted

Adjusted1 net finance costs of £59m, principally comprising 

interest on bank loans – interest cost on gross drawn debt 5.2%. 

2024 guidance: interest cost on gross drawn debt c.5.4%

Adjusted1 effective tax rate of 21%. 2024 guidance: c.21%

1. Described in the glossary to the Preliminary Announcement and considered by the Board to be a key measure of performance 

Final dividend of 3.5p per share proposed. Full year dividend 5.0p 

per share; committed to progressive annual dividend going 

forward



Upgraded 2024 full year guidance
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1. Assuming USD:GBP of 1.25:1

2. Described in the glossary to the Preliminary Announcement and considered by the Board to be a key measure of performance 

Profit upgrade of 6% (pre-PLC costs) due to stronger aftermarket 

performance and restructuring benefits ahead of schedule

Engines: Revenue growth to continue due to strong aftermarket 

performance. 2025 target margin of 28% to be achieved a year early

Structures: Revenue growth c.8% after excluding businesses being 

exited or sold. One-off destocking. Margin expansion to 7%

Aerospace

£m

2023   

results

2024 

upgraded 

guidance1

2025 

reconfirmed

guidance1

Revenue 3,350 3,600-3,750 4,000

Adjusted2 operating profit 420 550-570 700

Adjusted2 operating margin 12.5% >15% 17-18%

EBITDA2 561 710-730 870

Margin by division:

Engines 26.0% 28% 28%

Structures 5.1% 7% 9%

Total Aerospace 12.5% >15% 17-18%

PLC costs (30) (30)

PLC costs: Cash cost of £25 million in line with previous guidance. £5 

million LTIP charge



Gap to 2025 targets narrowed from 750bps to 500bps

Narrower gap to 2025 targets
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Original
2023

2023
outperformance

Delivered
2023

Gap to 2024 2024 guidance Gap to 2025 Reinforced
2025

10%

~2.5%

~2% 17-18%

Aerospace adjusted1 operating margin (%)

1. Described in the glossary to the Preliminary Announcement and considered by the Board to be a key measure of performance 

2025 targets reconfirmed, even greater confidence

12.5%

~3% >15%

Further improvements expected beyond 2025

Exceptional margin trajectory



1. Described in the glossary to the Preliminary 

Announcement and considered by the Board to be a key 

measure of performance 

2. Excluding businesses being exited

Melrose Group cash generation: leverage1 better than expectations

18

Cash flow

£m 2023

Adjusted1 operating profit 390

Depreciation and amortisation 142

Lease obligation payments (32)

Non-cash impact from loss-making contracts (23)

Movement in working capital (146)

Adjusted operating cash flow (pre-capex)1 331

Net capital expenditure (102)

Defined benefit pension contributions – ongoing (22)

Trading net other (12)

Restructuring (125)

Free cash flow pre-interest and tax1 70

Net interest and net tax paid (82)

Free cash flow1 (12)

Free cash flow1 excluding restructuring 113

Free cash flow1 

Net debt of £572 million – better than expectations, partly due to 

timing of share buybacks

Strong working capital performance in H2. Full year movements 

consistent with sales growth of 17%2. Trade working capital ~13% of 

sales. 2024 guidance: ~13% of sales, additional outflow of c.£70 

million due to P&W GTF powder metallurgy issue

Share buyback programme progressing well - £93 million spent buying 

back shares in the market in addition to dividends. Committed to £500 

million by the end of September 2024

Adjusted free 

cash flow1
£113
million

2024 guidance: Capex expected to be 1.2x depreciation. Interest on 

gross drawn debt c.5.4%

Leverage1 reduced to 1.1x at 31 December 2023, better than 

expectations, c.1.0x excluding share buybacks. 2024 guidance: <2x
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Unique Tier 1 technology player

“Super Tier 1” player 

with OEM-level 

capabilities and 

responsibilities

Established 

positions on 

ALL of the world’s 

high volume 

commercial and 

military aircraft1

£22 billion2 future 

cash flow from 

Engines RRSPs, 

including aftermarket 

on 100% of legacy 

narrowbody engines3

Partner to ALL major 

engine OEMs with 

lucrative and diverse 

RRSP portfolio

Leading introduction 

of breakthrough 

technologies into 

flight, particularly 

additive fabrication

Technology present 

on >100,000 

commercial flights 

every day

1. All of the world’s high volume platforms based on Airbus and Boeing narrowbody/widebody fleets, plus F-35 and major rotorcraft

2. Forecast (undiscounted) pre-tax future cash flow from 19 RRSP engines contracts (based on OEM projections) and with a foreign exchange rate of USD:GBP of 1.25:1

3. GKN Aerospace’s 19 RRSPs are engines that power 100% of legacy narrowbody hours through CFM56 and V2500 contracts

20



Two market leading, differentiated and customer-focused divisions

Aerospace overview

21

Background

Customers

Technology

End market

Industry-leading Engines division with lucrative 

and diverse RRSP portfolio, positioned to achieve 

exceptional growth, with increasing aftermarket

Engine OEMs

76% Civil, 24% Defence

Structural engineered components, parts repair, 

commercial and aftermarket contracts

Design-led Structures division with excellent 

platform positions for ongoing ramp-up 

Airframe OEMs

69% Civil, 31% Defence

Lightweight composite and metallic structures, 

electrical distribution systems, components

Engines Structures



Strong market backdrop and no new large commercial aircraft launches 

expected before mid-2030s

Structurally growing market
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1. Forecast market compound annual growth rate

Civil flight hours returning strongly

• Strong growth versus 2022 with domestic and 

international passenger traffic increasing 35% and 

26% respectively

• 2023 flight hours returned to 2019 levels, with 

domestic air travel surpassing 2019 levels by 7%

• Strong structural growth in 2024 and beyond 

expected, including full recovery of widebody

Civil OEM deliveries ramping up fast

• Airbus posted record annual orders in 2023, Boeing 

orders 70% higher than 2022

• >3,000 aircraft were not built in last 4 years as a 

result of COVID-19 and wider production issues

• Civil order backlog now >14,000 aircraft with slots 

being booked into the 2030s; market continues to be 

supply constrained 

Defence spending increasing

• Demand increased due to geo-political tensions with 

global defence spending $2.2 trillion in 2023, +9% vs 

2022; NATO countries stepping up to 2% of GDP 

commitment

• Global defence businesses have near record order 

backlogs, book-to-bill expected to remain >1x

• F-35 slots being booked into 2030s; development of 

new platforms such as uncrewed vehicles and new 

US Army helicopter, Bell V-280

23-25

CAGR1 

12%

23-25

CAGR1 

16%

23-25

CAGR1 

5%



22%

28%

26%

~4% ~1%
~1%

2023
target

RRSP
contribution

Growth
initiatives

Business
improvement

2025
target

Clear path to 17-18% Aerospace operating margin in 2025
23

1. Described in the glossary to the Preliminary Announcement and considered by the Board to be a key measure of performance 

Margin expansion levers – recap on path to 2025

Engines

Adjusted1 operating margin %

Structures

2023 

delivered

3%

9%
5%

~3%

~2%

~1%

2023
target

Civil ramp-up Defence portfolio
& pricing

Business
improvement

2025
target

2023 

delivered

Adjusted1 operating margin %



Portfolio value

Engines: increasing RRSP contribution

2023 update

Portfolio of RRSPs hitting aftermarket 

‘sweet spot’

Diverse mix of contracts with all major 

OEMs

Engines are maturing and majority are 

de-risked

Highly accretive to margins in the years 

to come

Long-term predictable cash flows for 

decades to come

Cash positive engines continue to drive 

strong financial results

• Total global commercial cycles 

improved 19% in 2023

• Narrowbody engines (CFM56 & 

V2500) performing very strongly

• Widebody engines (GEnx & XWB) 

continuing to grow as market recovers

P&W GTF fleet management plan 

progressing well and no significant 

impact on 2024 production anticipated

Currently sole tier 1 partner on both 

CFMI RISE1 and P&W GTF Next Gen1

£22bn
Lifetime net cash inflow 

(£5.7 billion NPV2) coming 

increasingly from engines 

in service

1. Future potential RRSPs

2. Using a foreign exchange rate of USD:GBP of 1.25:1 and calculated using a discount rate of 7.5% which is between a debt related discount rate and a pre-tax weighted 

average cost of capital
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Engines: growth initiatives

Expanding global aftermarket parts repair

• Shop visits increasing due to flight hour recovery and 

engine lifecycles; maintenance shop capacity shortfalls 

• OEMs keen to develop cost effective repair capability as 

they are responsible for maintenance guarantees

• Investment strategy in place to further expand GKN 

repair capacity, capability and portfolio in Asia, US and 

Europe

25

Additive fabrication opportunities

• Game-changing additive fabrication to replace 

existing components and address industry supply 

chain shortages 

• Investing £50 million into industrialising fabrication 

capability with £12 million of support from the 

Swedish Government

• Wide-ranging new GE agreement worth $5 billion 

with new technology insertion at its centre



Some supply chain volatility and constraints – exceptional underlying demand-led ramp 

Structures: Civil ramp-up
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Monthly

build 

rates1

Average 

2023
2025-2026

Backlog 

(years)2

A220 7 11 - 14 6

A320 52 67 - 73 9

A330 3 4 5

A350 6 8 - 10 6

B737 35 50 - 56 8

B767 3 3 4

B777 3 4 - 5 8

B787 3 9 - 10 7

OEM backlogs at unprecedented levels, 

7+ years of production

Supply chain improving, challenges being 

overcome but some constraints remain

New 5-year extension signed for 

sole-source production of A220 wiring

All-time high empennage production 

for Gulfstream

1. Average 2023 build rates based on last production plan published by the airframer, 2025-2026 based on airframer production plans – assumes no significant lasting impact from FAA checks on B737MAX 

2. Based on backlog provided by airframers and Teal delivery forecast  



Strong progress towards differentiated Defence portfolio 

with high quality earnings

Structures: Defence repricing and rationalisation
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2023 

target

2023 

actual

2025 

target

1. Sustainability priced based on 10%+ margin with appropriate cost base and inflation assumptions

2. GTC = Global Technology Centre

3. Focused on Additive Manufacturing with production cell enabling 5 metre structures to be manufactured

St. Louis exit underway with all non-Boeing 

production finished

Refocusing portfolio on core competencies 

– for example, Fuel Systems business 

divested in Q1 2024

Secured technology positions on next-

generation crewed and uncrewed fighter 

programmes

New GTC2 in Fort Worth, US commenced 

initial operations with new production scale 

R&D cell3 

Ahead of plan with 42% of core work 

sustainably priced; ongoing renegotiations 

and unattractive business exits

Signed MoU with The Netherlands MoD 

and Airbus for new helicopter developments

Core: sustainably 

priced1

Core: to be 

repriced

Non-core



Significant improvements delivered in 2023, more gains to come
28

Aerospace business improvements in 2023

Operational improvements

Safety and quality 

always top priority, with 

further improvements 

delivered in 2023

Focused actions to 

maintain customer 

delivery despite industry 

supply chain issues

Increasing penetration    

of automation and 

digitalisation leading to 

quality and cost gains

44%

23%

1. Customer quality escapes relate to product that is shipped to customer that does not meet all quality criteria

Reduction in escapes1

Cost of poor quality

£40m
Reduction in arrears



Further gains from volume increases on restructured cost base
29

Footprint and restructuring actions

3 sites reduced to 2 product focused sites 

with Manchester site closed

Substantial cost savings achieved whilst 

improving yield and delivery metrics

Work from Helmond and Hoogerheide 

transferred, 2 sites exited

CoE2 focused on metallic bonding, hard 

metal machining and large hybrid assemblies

1. 22 following the divestment of the non-core Fuel Systems business including the Portsmouth, UK, facility and its smaller sister site in the US

2. CoE = Centre of Excellence (based on technology focused capabilities)

Engines – New England, US: 

driving operational performance

Structures – Papendrecht, NL: 
creating a Centre of Excellence

Example projects

Engines

2018

12

2024

9

Structures

2018

40

2024

22
1



Commercial actions 

including repricing and exits

Continue strong positive momentum

2024 priorities: all about execution

30

Safety & Quality
Our top priority 

ALWAYS

Keeping our 

people, the public 

and armed forces 

from harm

Improve operational 

performance and productivity 

through Lean 

Finalise ongoing 

restructuring

Additive technology and 

other growth levers



Technology-led organic growth opportunities

31

1. CAAC = Civil Aviation Administration of China

2. CoE = Centre of Excellence (based on technology focused capabilities)

3. AAM = Advanced Air Mobility

4. GTC = Global Technology Centre

Deep thermoplastic design and 

manufacturing capability from Civil 

Structures positions

Multi-year contract with Joby for 

flight control surfaces 

Initial AAM3 production at all-new 

GTC4 in The Netherlands with 

opportunity to ramp-up 

Thermoplastics 

technology

Supporting GE/Safran and P&W to 

develop and demonstrate next 

generation engine platforms

Establised position in clean air 

partnerships

Multi-functional integration utilising 

breakthrough tech processes will 

be introduced over time

Next generation 

engines

Malaysian repair centre with 

CAAC1 certification for growing 

Asia markets

New engine component repair 

centre will open in California

Further opportunities to expand 

portfolio of components for repair 

globally  

Aftermarket        

parts repair

Proven capability on advanced 

fabrication solutions as alternative 

to large complex castings

£50 million new additive fabrication 

CoE2 in Trollhättan, Sweden

Opportunity to expand additive 

fabrication to wider range of 

engine parts 

Additive 

fabrication



Sustainability

Reduce emissions as a 

business

Conserve our planet’s 

natural resources

Enable aviation’s 

route to Net Zero by 2050

Emissions Renewables Waste Water R&D Products

Scope 1&2 

emission 

intensity

Renewable 

energy 

sources

Reduced 

water 

intensity

R&D on 

climate 

solutions

New climate 

enabling 

contracts

Waste 

diverted from 

landfill

Exceed 2025 

Group targets

Set new 

Aerospace 2025 

targets

Look beyond to 

new ‘ESG’ 

ambition

32

✓ ✓



New targets launched today, higher than previous group targets

New environmental targets
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Reduce GKN Aerospace 

emissions as a business
Conserve our planet’s

natural resources

Enable aviation’s 

route to Net Zero by 2050

20% 
reduction Scope 

1&2 intensity

50%
from renewable 

energy sources

25% 
reduced water 

intensity

50% 
R&D on climate 

solutions

50% 
new products for 

decarbonisation

95% 
diverted from 

landfill

38% 34% 32% 80% 100% 88% 

50% 50% 40% 80% 100% 95% 

2025 group target

2023 actual

2025 new goal

Priorities
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A compelling equity case

Sustained profit 

growth

Ongoing share 

buyback

Rapid aerospace market recovery, followed by long-

term structural growth
Technology embedded on the world's most 

successful, highest volume platforms1

Exceptional Engines 

aftermarket

Structural market 

growth

RRSP work largely done on engine build, followed by 

entitlement to lifetime share of aftermarket profits
£22 billion of lifetime net cash inflow (£5.7 billion 

NPV2) coming increasingly from Engines aftermarket

Profit more than doubled in 2023; and is expected to 

expand significantly again to reach 2025 targets
Increasingly higher profit drop through from strong 

Engines growth

Significant positive cash flows over coming decades 

from Engines aftermarket

£500 million share buyback programme commenced 

in October 2023

1. All of the world’s high-volume platforms based on Airbus and Boeing narrowbody/widebody fleets, plus F-35 and major rotorcraft

2. Using a foreign exchange rate of USD:GBP of 1.25:1 and calculated using a discount rate of 7.5% which is between a debt related discount rate and a pre-tax weighted average cost of capital
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Engines: RRSP lifecycle

OEM decision

to invest

Programme

launch

Production 

ends

Entry 

into service

Product 

development
7 years

Technology 

development
7 years

OE 

production 
15 years

Aftermarket services
30 years

High profit and cash
Turns cash 

positive
Heavy investmentLight investment

CFMI RISE1 

P&W GTF Next Gen1
P&W GTF 

24/30k

CFM56, V2500, GEnx,

Trent XWB, 13 other engines
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1. Future potential RRSPs

2. Remaining two RRSPs reach cash generation phase in next five years

Majority of RRSP returns are made in 

the aftermarket phase

17 of 19 RRSPs already in cash 

generation phase2

>90% of future cash flows from the top 

6 programmes



GKN has less RRSP aftermarket revenue than equivalent share partners, 
but structurally higher margin (%)

Engines: RRSP aftermarket mechanics
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1. Programme profit recognised in revenue as income from RRSP contract

Illustrative example of programme partners with 5% share

5% share of 
programme 
aftermarket 

profit1

GKN support and 
overhead

Exceptional 
margin %

Supply of 
replacement 

parts

Cost of goods 
sold

Strong 

margin %

5% share of 
programme 
aftermarket 

profit1

In-house support 
and overhead

A
ft

e
rm

a
rk

e
t 
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w

s
GKN: OEM parts typically last life of 

engine; limited aftermarket work

Partner X: supplies OEM parts that need aftermarket 

replacement



Engines: outstanding future cash flows
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1. Updated as at 31 December 2023: incorporating the GTF PW1100G update as announced on 12 September 2023 and the new GE Aerospace agreement as announced on 6 November 2023. Pre-tax basis

2. Using a foreign exchange rate of USD:GBP of 1.25:1 and calculated using a discount rate of 7.5% which is between a debt related discount rate and a pre-tax weighted average cost of capital

3. Based on 2023 sales

GKN Engines RRSP net cash inflow
1

• 19 RRSP programmes across OEMs

• 17 programmes already cash positive annually

• ~55%3 of Engines sales from RRSPs, ~20%3 of 
GKN Aerospace

• High share of narrowbody engines at the 
optimal place in their lifecycle

• £22 billion total expected future cash flows, with 
net present value of £5.7 billion2

• Well placed for new programmes (CFMI RISE 
and P&W GTF Next Gen); excluded from cash 
flow outlook
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Reconciliation between statutory and adjusted1 results
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Statutory results

The IFRS measure of results includes certain items which are significant in size or 

volatility or by nature are non-trading or non-recurring, or are items released to the 

Income Statement that were previously a fair value item booked on an acquisition

1. Described in the glossary to the Preliminary Announcement and considered by the Board to be a key measure of performance 

Adjusted1 results

The Melrose Board considers the adjusted results to be an important measure to 

monitor how the businesses are performing because they achieve consistency and 

comparability when all businesses are held for the complete reporting periods

Continuing operations

£m Total

Cash spent in 

2023

Statutory operating profit 57

Amortisation of intangible assets acquired in business combinations 260 -

Restructuring costs 149 125

Equity settled compensation scheme charges 38 -

Acquisition and disposal related items 3 3

Exchange movements not hedge accounted (114) -

Net release of fair value items (3) -

Adjustments to statutory operating profit 333 128

Adjusted1 operating profit 390

Restructuring costs

£m

Income statement 

charge

Cash spent in 

2023

Engines 26 30

Structures 111 95

Corporate 12 -

Total 149 125



Reconciliation of net debt1 and pensions
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Reconciliation of net debt1

£m 2023

Net debt1 as at 1 January 2023 (1,139)

Net cash outflow from Dowlais businesses to date of demerger2 (54)

Reduction in net debt following the demerger of Dowlais 885

Demerger related costs and pension buy-in (118)

2022 second interim dividend paid to shareholders (61)

Proforma net debt1 as at 1 January 2023 (487)

Free cash flow in the year (12)

2023 interim dividend paid to shareholders (20)

Buyback of own shares (93)

Foreign exchange and other non-cash movements 40

Net debt1 at 31 December 2023 (572)

1. Described in the glossary to the Preliminary Announcement and considered by the Board to be a key measure of performance 

2. Includes £17 million of finance costs on demerger settled net debt

Protecting members by further de-risking

Pensions schemes

Trustees of one of the two UK pension plans have signed a contract with 

a pension annuity provider to fully secure benefits for all members

31 December 2023

£m Assets Liabilities

Accounting 

deficit

UK 1,070 (1,136) (66)

USA 47 (72) (25)

Europe 1 (9) (8)

Total pension schemes 1,118 (1,217) (99)

Net debt1 better than expectations

Leverage1 reduced to 1.1x



Some helpful data
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1. Described in the glossary to the Preliminary Announcement and considered by the Board to be a key measure of performance

2. Includes £5 million non-cash LTIP charge 

3. Includes pension interest, lease interest and unwind of discount on provisions

4. Three year facility that can be extended for two one-year periods at the Company’s option

5. A 10 percent strengthening of the major currencies within the Group, if this were to happen in isolation against all other currencies

Income Statement 2023 2024

Revenue:

Engines £1,193 million £1,450-1,500 million

Structures £2,157 million £2,150-2,250 million

Aerospace £3,350 million £3,600-3,750 million

Adjusted1 operating profit (pre-PLC costs)

Engines £310 million £410-420 million

Structures £110 million £140-150 million

Aerospace £420 million £550-570 million

PLC costs £30 million £30 million2

Adjusted1 effective tax rate 21% c.21%

Income Statement cash interest:

Interest cost of gross drawn debt 5.2% c.5.4%

Commitment fee on undrawn debt 0.5% c.0.5%

Other cash interest £10 million £17 million

Income Statement non-cash interest:

Amortisation of financing fees £4 million £4 million

Other non-cash interest3 £7 million £10 million

Cash flow 2023 2024

Depreciation:

Owned assets £117 million £135 million

Leased assets (pre-PLC) £24 million £25 million

Total depreciation (pre-PLC) £141 million £160 million

Capital expenditure ratio to owned asset depreciation 0.9x 1.2x

Restructuring £125 million c.£120 million

Defined benefit pension contributions - ongoing £22 million c.£25 million

Committed bank facilities and bond

£m at US$1.28 and 

€1.15

3 year term loan: ($300m, €100m) £321 million

3 year revolving credit facility: ($250m) £195 million

3-5 year revolving credit facility4: (£300m, $690m, €300m) £1,100 million

£10 million bond due to mature in May 2032 £10 million

£1,626 million

Translational FX exposure – 10% strengthening5 US$ €

Increase in adjusted1 operating profit £38 million £9 million

Percentage impact on adjusted1 operating profit 7% 2%
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